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"" :. With respect to the proposed politlcal relationship between
.-:. .. the United States and the Marianas appearing in the most recent

set of draft proposals, bearing in view that the United States
: ,, present position is to seek this association in the event that the

:i ---Compact with Micronesia fa]/s through, or alternatively in the

.:. '!.: event that a relationship with the ]V_arianas is intended that wi]/
, truly protect United States interests reaching beyond the protection

afforded in the Compact develops:
":. ' . ;r-

1. In terms of legal policy alone, but bearing in

i view the critical role of legal policy in connection
•! with United States security interests and the

',:! exercise of defense powers in the South Pacific,
I, it is absolutely essential that the relationship
I between the United States and the 1VI.arianas be• /.|

' territorial as we]/ as political in nature. The
-territorial ties may be any of those recognized

•_" under constitutional practice. It is immaterial
to the legal -_gument whether that territorial

-. relationship be formulated as an unincorporated
territory (e.g. commonwealth, or other variation}

•or as an incorporated territory.
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'_':_""" " Z o If this territorial relationship is not achieved.
°b then it will not be possible for the United States to

secure commensurate with it_ security and defense
•_.-._':"£,. ' interests the necessary powers of eminent domain
:_'__'_"__ _or the acquisition _of future lands. Moreover. its

power to protect intended uses for lands already

held will also be Jeopardized. Second, its power
i_ terms of defense powers will be seriously
undermined because the legal baals for asserting

. those will be insufficient or tenuous and its legal
a_ithorlty for implementing those powers inadequate.

•_ Third, its staying power to protect itself against
unilateral termination o£ a "political relationship"
which is not territorial in nature will be based

solely upon the legal obligation of a Marianas
"government" to n_aintaln that relationship in good
faith under international law, and this too will be

- • too tenuous.

3. The draft proposals from the Department of

Interior addresslng the polltic_1 relationship with
the l_arianas and the means for securing it do not
clearly Identi_y for the purposes described above
the territorial ties with the United States. They
are therefore deficient and should be rewritten.

4. In view of these observations I recommend:

\

• -United States position and posture papers

and United States proposals dealing with
: - the Marianas he set forth solely and with

no further negotiating £allback in terms of

•- a territorial relationship.

-The United States seek such a territorial

relationship with the l_arianas even though
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success_d negotiations _rd a .Compact
are pursued or even in view ot a possible
Compact with Micronesia as a whole.

::'. '" -United States •instruments and constitutlvt - •

documents being prepared for the Congress

reflect this proposal as an _strative

proposal, clearly identifying that the
: territori_1 relstionship is essential to

United States security and defense interests.

....,.. • i : i... -All dL_erences with other agencies with
" " " . respect to these recommendations be resolved .

•:.. " .- at the hlghest policy level.
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